Physiotherapy Management in Cases of Spasticity Hemiparesis Sinistra ec Ischemic Cerebrovascular Accident a Case Report
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ABSTRACT

A cerebrovascular accident or often referred to as a stroke is a clinical condition that occurs when the circulation of blood flow to the brain is disrupted due to a blockage of blood vessels or due to bleeding. The problem in this case is related to the low LGS value as measured using a goniometer, reduced muscle strength using the MMT value, related to the balance value as measured using the berg balance scale, there is pain as measured using the NRS value and the presence of spasticity as measured by using the Asworth scale, as well as decreased functional ability with the Barthel index and incorrect gait patterns. The physiotherapy intervention given in this study is by giving Infrared, Core stability exercise, Exercise therapy, and Gait Retraining Exercises. This research method uses a case report. The result is an increase in the value of LGS, MMT, berg balance scale, and there is a reduction in the value of pain, spasticity and improvement in gait patterns. But there is no change in the value of functional ability.
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INTRODUCTION

Cerebrovascular accident or often referred to as a stroke is a clinical condition that occurs due to the circulation of blood flow to the brain being disrupted or stopped. This can be caused due to occlusion of blood vessels (ischemic/non hemorrhagic) or due to bleeding (hemorrhagic), so that the cells in the brain are damaged and disrupt the function of the brain related to that area and cause physical problems (Indaryani, Sutri Yani, 2020).

Problems that occur in stroke patients can include muscle weakness, abnormal muscle tension, limited movement patterns, lack of cognition, loss or decreased sensation, motor disturbances, posture deficits, aphasia, and balance and gait disturbances (Ynag & Uhm, 2020).

One of the changes caused by stroke is the emergence of spasticity. Spasticity is a clinical manifestation of damage to the brain in the Upper Motor Neuron or UMN, this causes a worsening state of function with changes that occur such as fibrosis, stiffness and atrophy.(Doussoulin et al., 2020). Spasticity is a motor disorder characterized by an increase in speed-dependent muscle tone (Sandy et al., 2020).

According to Venketasubramanian et al (2022), Cerebrovascular accident is one of the main causes of death and disability in Indonesia. With a prevalence in rural areas of 0.0017% and 0.022% in urban areas. The overall prevalence is 10.9/1,000,000 Indonesian population.

Unmodifiable risk factors for stroke are age, gender, race, and genetics. Meanwhile, modifiable risk factors for stroke are hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, heart disease, lifestyle, diet/nutrition, obesity, alcohol consumption, smoking, inflammation and infection (A. Boehme, C. Esenwa, 2018).
Physiotherapy interventions in stroke patients aim to improve and restore optimal functional abilities (Krisnawati & Anggiat, 2021). In this study researchers used Infrared intervention to improve blood circulation (Isnaini & Rahman, 2021), Core stability exercise to improve muscle strength and balance (Song & Heo, 2015), Exercise therapy: to reduce spasticity, increase LGS and maintain LGS (Krisnawati & Anggiat, 2021), as well as gait retraining exercises or correct walking patterns accompanied by proprioceptive exercises (Beyaert et al., 2015).

**METHOD**

The research method used in this study is to use the case report method. A case report is a case report study that aims to describe a case, in terms of diagnosis, clinical manifestations, pathophysiology, prognosis, as well as therapy and clinical results obtained. (Murti, 2012). This case study was conducted when the author had the opportunity to practice the physiotherapy profession at the Soewondo Paati Regional General Hospital, Central Java which is located at Jl. Dr. Soesa nto No. 114, Ngipik, Kutoharjo Village, Pati District, Pati Regency, Central Java on January 2-26 2022. The cases taken were poly patients on behalf of Mrs. K, who is female, was 43 years old at the time of the study and was Muslim. The patient is a housewife who works as a seamstress at her house, Bumiharjo Rt 03 Rw 03 winong Pati, who has a disorder due to an Ischemic Cerebrovascular Accident.

In accordance with the physiotherapy management process, before taking action, anamnesis and assessment is carried out on the patient. Anamnesis is done by auto history or asked directly to the patient because the patient does not experience cognitive impairment. Furthermore, an assessment is carried out in order to examine the patient, whether it is checking vital signs, physical examination, basic movement examination, and other supporting examinations. After the examination, a physiotherapy diagnosis was formulated, namely related to impairment, activity limitation, and participation restrictions. Then an action plan for intervention is made, then the implementation of the intervention is then evaluated.

**Anamnesis**

The patient complained of weakness and stiffness in the left upper and lower limbs. On October 3, after waking up in the morning, the patient's left limb suddenly became weak and could not be moved. Then in the afternoon he was taken to RSUD RAA Soewondo Pati, then his blood pressure was checked, the result was 160/100 mmHg because the patient did have a history of hypertension. then a CT scan was performed and the result was a blockage in the right side of the brain so that he was diagnosed with a left ischemic cerebrovascular accident or a left non-hemorrhagic stroke.

**Inspection**

In the musculoskeletal system, the patient complained of weakness in the upper limbs so that he felt it was difficult to lift his left upper arm and upper leg and felt stiff so it was difficult to straighten his forearm and left lower leg. The patient's verbal communication is good, the quality of hearing is also good and the quality of vision is good.

At the time of the static inspection examination it was seen that the patient's left hand tends to internally rotate the shoulder adduction, elbow flexion, and wrist flexion, and the phalanges.

During dynamic inspection it is seen that the patient has difficulty straightening and opening his left forearm on his own and when walking the patient has a dragging left walking pattern or no swing phase. And walk with the help of others.

Palpation examination found no pain and edema, and normal temperature.

On examination of active, passive and isometric basic movement functions of the upper and lower limbs on the right, all of them were capable of full ROM, without pain, without resistance, and had a normal end feel, and were able to move against maximum resistance. Whereas the upper and lower limbs on the left are unable to go full ROM and there is resistance due to spasticity, so the end feel is problematic and also unable to resist resistance due to weakness.
Patients have good cognitive ability, because they are able to understand and do what is instructed by the therapist. Patients are also able to communicate well and are able to tell the history of the disease, and the complaints that are felt. Intrapersonal the patient is also very eager to recover and restore the function of his left upper and lower limbs. As well as Interpersonal patients who are cooperative and open to therapists, and actively ask questions and are willing to accept and carry out suggestions and assignments from the therapist.

Functional abilities and activities The patient can carry out activities of daily living with assistance, walking with a handrail or being assisted by another person for fear of falling. The patient has a little difficulty when wearing clothes and pants on the left hand and leg. The patient is unable to wear his own socks. The patient has difficulty carrying something in his left hand. The patient’s activity environment is very supportive, the patient’s family, especially her husband, pays attention to the patient's condition by bringing him to physiotherapy for the patient's recovery.

Findings on pain examination as measured using the NRS (Numeric Rating Scale) scale, the patient does not feel pain when silent but feels pain when moving in a spastic area while resisting pulling with a value of 4, and there is no tenderness.

The patient’s muscle strength was measured using the MMT on the right upper and lower limbs with a value of 5, namely being able to move actively against gravity and maximum resistance. Meanwhile, the left limb that is spastic has a muscle strength value of 3 and the others are 4.

Specific examination to measure spasticity, measured using the Asworth scale. On the right side there is no spasticity or a value of 0, while on the left side of the upper limb there is spasticity with a value of 2, namely the external abductor rotator muscles of the shoulder, extensor elbow, and dorsal flexor wrist with an interpretation of a value of 1, namely there is a slight increase in tone which is indicated by minimal resistance at the end of the movement.

Functional activity assessment was measured using the Berg balance scale with a result of 26, which is a medium fall risk.

Physiotherapy Intervention
Patients are given physiotherapy measures in the form of giving Infrared to improve blood circulation, Core stability exercises to increase muscle strength and balance, Exercise therapy: to reduce spasticity, increase LGS and LGS maintenance as well as Gait retraining Exercises or correct walking patterns accompanied by proprioceptive exercises. This intervention was given 4 times of therapy which was carried out for 2 weeks. The long-term goal of providing this intervention is intended to improve the patient’s functional abilities.

RESULTS
Pain Evaluation with Numeric Rating Scale (NRS)
The Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) is an assessment of pain intensity that has high validity and reliability. The NRS consists of 11 points, from 0 which indicates no pain, to 10 which means severe and unbearable pain.(Alghadir et al., 2018).

![Picture 1. Evaluation of pain using the NRS](image)

The results of the evaluation of motion pain in spastic areas using the NRS scale from T1 to T4 have decreased. This decrease in pain is caused because the muscles begin to be flexible so that the pull from the spastic muscles is also reduced and the pain decreases.
**Evaluation of the Scope of Motion of the Joints (LGS) with a goniometer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regio</th>
<th>Dekstra</th>
<th>Sinistra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>50-6-170</td>
<td>50-0-165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
<td>50-6-25</td>
<td>95-6-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
<td>50-0-60</td>
<td>30-6-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>50-0-60</td>
<td>15-0-125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>0-6-135</td>
<td>0-6-130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Picture 2. Evaluate the LGS value using a goniometer**

Measurement of the range of motion of this joint is carried out in an active motion. The right side is capable of full ROM, while the left side has limited joint motion. This is because there is spasticity, stiffness, and weakness in the left limb. However, after the 3rd exercise was given, there was an addition of LGS in the sagittal field of the shoulder region and hip region. And after the 4th LGS therapy in the knee region and ankle region, the sagittal plane became full ROM.

**Evaluation of Muscle Strength with Manual Muscle Testing (MMT)**

Examination of muscle strength is carried out using Manual Muscle Testing (MMT) which consists of a value of 0 to a value of 5. The interpretation of the assessment is that the value 0 is no tone and there is no contraction, the value 1 is tone but there is no movement contraction, the value 2 is there is tone movement contraction, value 3 is a movement capable of resisting gravity, value 4 is a movement capable of resisting gravity and able to resist minimal resistance, and value 5 is a movement capable of opposing gravity and able to resist maximum resistance (Gerhanawati, 2021).

![Kekuatan Otot Sinistra](image)

**Picture 3. Evaluation of muscle strength with MMT values**

The results of the implementation of physiotherapy related to muscle strength in the right part of T1-T4 are worth 5 so that physiotherapy management is aimed at preventing a decrease in muscle strength in that area. Meanwhile, on the left side, the increase in muscle is the adductor internal rotator muscles of the shoulder, flexor elbow, hip region, and plantar dorsal flexor invertor ankle, in a muscle that is spastic there is no increase in muscle strength because there is still resistance or tension when moving the muscle.

**Evaluation of spasticity with the Asworth Scale**

The Asworth scale is a scale used to measure spasticity which consists of a value of 0 to a value of 4. The interpretation of the value is 0 There is no increase in muscle tone, 1 There is a slight increase in muscle tone which is indicated by the minimum resistance at the end of the movement during flexion and extension, 1 + There is a slight increase in tone as indicated by the presence of minimal resistance along less than half of the ROM 2 A more marked increase in muscle tone in most movements, but still mobile in some parts 3 A more marked increase in muscle tone as indicated by the presence of resistance strong, and passive movement difficulties, and a value of 4 is the occurrence of rigidity in the muscles and cannot be moved (Ahmad Puzi et al., 2017).

![Nilai Spastisitas](image)

**Picture 4. Evaluation of the value of spasticity using the Asworth scale**

After being given four times of therapy, the spasticity value in the left limb decreased only in the lower extremity during the 4th therapy. That is, the initial value was 1 to 0 or the spasticity disappeared. Whereas in the upper extremities, there was no decrease in spastic values, which remained at a value of 2. These results indicate that the difference in spastic values is greater and there is no change...
and it takes longer to reduce spasticity compared to those with lower spastic values.

**Evaluation of functional capabilities with the Barthel index**

The Barthel index assessment contains 10 assessment criteria, namely eating, bathing, dressing, dressing, defecating, urinating, using the toilet, transferring, mobility and using stairs with a maximum score of 20 with independent interpretation, a value of 12-19 Mild Addiction, 9-11 Moderate Addiction, 5-8: Severe Addiction and 0-4: Total Dependence(Maharani Ganing et al., 2016). The Barthel index assessment is carried out by asking the patient directly about the functional abilities that the patient can or cannot perform.

**Evaluate balance with the berg balance scale**

Measurement of balance is assessed using the berg balance scale. This scale consists of 14 static and dynamic balance test items. The test includes the patient's ability to move from sitting to standing, standing unsupported, sitting unsupported, standing to sitting, transfers, standing with eyes closed, standing with feet together, reaching for objects in front of you with arms outstretched to the maximum, picking up objects on the floor, turn to look back, make a 360-degree turn, place alternate feet on a step stool, stand with one foot in front of the other, and stand on one foot. The interpretation of the assessment is that 0-20 has a high risk of falling, 21-40 has a moderate risk of falling, and 41-56 has a low risk of falling. (Mulyanto et al., 2022).

**DISCUSSION**

**Giving Infra red in reducing pain**

Infra Red administration in stroke cases is given to weak and spastic areas with the patient sleeping on his back for 10 minutes, with a distance of 45-60 cm, and the intensity according to the tolerance of the patient. The purpose of administering infrared modality is to reduce pain, because there is a vasodilation effect in the blood vessels so that blood flow can flow smoothly, as a result the muscles become flexible, and pain is reduced (Isnaini & Rahman, 2021).
Providing core stability exercise in increasing balance

**Core stability exercise**

What is given to stroke patients is bridging exercises. This exercise has several objectives, namely to stabilize, activate and strengthen the core or trunk muscle groups. Another purpose of Core stability exercise is to improve balance, reduce the risk of falling, and stabilize when walking (Song & Heo, 2015).

This exercise is performed with the patient sleeping on his back on the bed, then the patient is instructed to 60° hip flexion, 90° knee flexion between the two opened with a distance like shoulder width, this exercise is performed within 30 minutes, maintained 0-15 seconds and rest for 10 seconds 10x repetitions done in 3 sets with a break between sets of 60 seconds (Ynag & Uhm, 2020).

Providing Exercise therapy in reducing spasticity, adding LGS and strengthening muscles

The exercise therapy provided includes strengthening: to strengthen muscle strength. This exercise is performed by providing resistance to the muscles and then the patient is asked to move the joint against this resistance. This exercise is performed 1-3 sets, 10-15 repetitions of 8-10 exercises, and engages major muscle groups. Performed 2-3 times per week, stretching and patterning: to reduce spasticity and increase LGS. This exercise is done 2-3 times per week before or after strengthening exercises by holding each stretch for 10-30 seconds (Krisnawati & Anggiat, 2021).

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results of giving four times of therapy, namely by giving physiotherapy interventions in the form of infrared, Core stability exercise, Exercise therapy, and Gait retraining Exercise performed on the patient on behalf of Mrs. K, there is an increase in the LGS value as measured using a goniometer, an increase in muscle strength using the MMT, and an increase in the balance value as measured using the Berg balance scale and there is a reduction in the pain value as measured using the NRS value and a decrease in spastic value using the Asworth scale. However, there is no change in functional ability in the Barthel index and the patient begins to apply the correct gait pattern.

**SUGGESTION**

Suggestions for patients from this study are to continue the exercises given by the therapist, and also use the left limb to carry out activities, and get used to walking in the correct pattern.

This study still has limitations and deficiencies, so further research is needed related to the Spasticity Hemiparese Sinistra ec Ischemic Cerebrovascular Accident Case.
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